A call for the design and construction industry to take responsibility in "creating a sustainable built environment." — A new benchmark in green building in Dubai. — Mone over Celebration - now there's a green, medieval-modern, new urbanist hamlet on the boards in Florida. — Malcolm Fraser minces no words: UK's "obsession with privatization is ruining public buildings." — Hume mourns the loss of Canada's "sense of confidence" born in the days of Expo 67. — Chicago finally on the brink of breaking Block 37 jinx. — Dubai may be a "playground for architects"; let's hope it doesn't become "a dumping ground for designs that exceed their sell-by-date even before being finished." — David Fisher.
Berlin Gets Green Light for Retro City Palace: But German commentators are unimpressed at the decision to devote the bulk of the floor space of rebuilt Stadtschloss (city palace) to the city’s museums. – Der Spiegel (Germany)

Pillars of their profession: Differences between past and present... – Ram Karmi; Gershon Zipor; Avraham Yaski – Ha’aretz (Israel)


Op-Ed: The ugliest building in town: Hollywood and Highland comes out on top in a contest that draws impassioned nominations...and elicit commentary such as “craptastic” and “stucco-rific.” - Los Angeles Times

Sex and Real Estate: “The Glass House,” a new play that explores the story of Mies van der Rohe’s Farnsworth House...a play about architecture only in the sense that “A Streetcar Named Desire” is a play about public transit. By Paul Goldberger – Kyle Bergman - New Yorker

Hudson World Bridge: An architect’s proposal to span the Hudson River would be a gathering place like no other. By Fred Bernstein – Eytan Kaufman [images] - ArchNewsNow

-- Gehry Partners: Counseling Center, Danish Cancer Society, Aarhus, Denmark
-- Winning Project: 3XN and UNStudio: Light*house, Aarhus Harbor Front, Aarhus, Denmark
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